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The semiconductor industry is poised to enter a new revolution where connectivity, 
applications, and the overall pervasive markets drive the need for high circuit density, at 
faster speeds, and at improved power dissipation.   These issues are the backbone for 
some of the latest advances including the integration of  low resistance conductors, an 
insulated substrate, and band-gap engineered devices that improve upon  the above 
issues.    
For example, take the revolution in the cell phone industry moving from analog or 1G 
phones to the new 3G digital space integrating both voice and data.  This market requires 
at a minimum devices that can achieve a data rate of 10GB/s migrating to 40GB/s.   In 
short, the devices that switch at this rate did not exist two years ago, but today are out of 
the research labs and in production.  If we investigate the micro processor industry one 
would find the relative CMOS performance and power changes  are emanating from 
lithographic advances, and by  improving upon the  parasitics that govern delays both 
intra and inter chip.    
This talk will touch on these and other areas within the semiconductor industry. 
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